Thermodynamic, motional, and structural aspects of gramicidin-induced hexagonal HII phase formation in phosphatidylethanolamine.
The effect of gramicidin incorporation on the thermodynamic properties of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) dispersions was investigated by differential scanning calorimetry. The results show that incorporation of gramicidin in PC systems results in a decrease of the energy content of the gel to liquid-crystalline phase transition. When incorporated in PE systems, however, the peptide does not affect the properties of the gel to liquid-crystalline phase transition with the exception that at high gramicidin concentrations the onset of the melting process is shifted to a slightly lower temperature. We therefore assume that in the lamellar gel state of PE aggregation of the peptide occurs. To get more insight into the nature of the gramicidin-PE interaction, we studied the motional and structural details of HII phase formation in gramicidin/PE systems with the use of 31P and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and small-angle X-ray diffraction. In agreement with earlier results [Van Echteld, C. J. A., Van Stigt, R., de Kruijff, B., Leunissen-Bijvelt, J., Verkleij, A. J., & De Gier, J. (1981) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 648, 287-291] it was shown that gramicidin incorporation lowers and broadens the bilayer to hexagonal HII phase transition in PE systems. 31P NMR chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) measurements indicated that a phase separation occurs between a gramicidin-poor lamellar phase and a gramicidin-rich HII phase. From combined CSA and spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) measurements it was suggested that in the HII phase gramicidin decreases the molecular order and increases the rate of motion of the phosphate moiety of PE. In addition, 13C NMR line width measurements indicated that the acyl chains are more disordered in the HII phase than in the lamellar phase and that a similar disorder occurs in the HII phase of the pure PE as in the gramicidin-rich HII phase. This interpretation was supported by the X-ray diffraction data, which show similar first-order repeat distances in both types of HII phase. From saturation-transfer NMR experiments in PE and gramicidin-PE mixtures it was shown that no exchange occurs between the lamellar and the HII phases in the time scale of 1-2 s, suggesting a macroscopic phase separation. Finally, we discussed the gramicidin-lipid interaction and in particular the HII phase formation by gramicidin in PE and in PC systems. It is proposed that aggregation of the peptide plays a crucial role in HII phase formation.